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BIG Preschool Workbook is packed with 300+ colorful exercises that make learning fun!These

proven activities will help prepare your child for success by teaching colors, shapes, alphabet, basic
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Age Range: 4 and up
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For over 35 years, School Zone has been an innovator in children's educational products! School

Zone creates a wide range of educational resources to support every curriculum.

This workbook is great. I've looked at several preschool workbooks and this one is great at

establishing pre-writing skills before diving into drawing letters and numbers. It has a nice slow pace

and isn't overly complicated like several other books I looked at. The color graphics on each page

are bright and engaging. It has just the right amount of material per page in my opinion. Pages can

be torn out and put in page protectors so they can be used multiple times. I hope the pictures I

added give you a sense of how great this book really is so you can stop reading reviews and buy it

already!

As a homeschool mom, I try not to push my kids into anything they aren't ready for. I build skills



slowly. My 3 year old has been asking for "school" because big sister has workbooks, etc... Coloring

books weren't doing it for my 3yr old anymore! So I purchased something at walmart on a whim

(MEAD PreK). Total failure! Way too advanced! But after looking at  I found this workbook, I got

immediately excited because I remembered using this brand for my eldest but in K! This is

Perfection!!! It's starts out with TRACING LINES. I find it ridulous that other PreK books expect kids

to trace letters when they haven't learned to draw a straight line or complete a circle! This starts

slow, tracing lines, then tracing shapes, reviews colors, coloring by number, and it doesn't leave out

letters and numbers! Colorful and engaging! Perfect for my 3 year old! We are doing a page or two a

day and when we are done she says "thank you for my schoolwork mommy!" How great is that?!?!

This is my third time purchasing this workbook for one of my children. Used with all three at this age.

One of my FAVORITE brand workbooks.Covers:Pre-writing, drawing linesColorsShapesAlphabet-

activity pages per letter- full alphabet tracing and learning pages- lower/upper matchNumbers 0-10 -

activity pages per number - full number review and tracing - # before - middle # - end # - one more -

one less Same, DifferentGreater than, less thanNot quite rightWhat's

missingMatchingPatternsPicture huntFeelingsOpposites

The big preschool workbook exceeded my expectations when I ordered it. I have a 3 year old little

girl who will be starting head start this year, and I've been looking for some materials to use at home

as reinforcement for what she will be taught during the day. The pages have bright, vibrant colors

and easy to read lettering. I cannot wait to get into this and watch as she masters each lesson!

This is exactly what I was looking for when searching for a workbook for my 3yr old, it's right on her

level and there's a ton of pages! It arrived quickly as well. She's been so excited about starting

school, but sadly she's still too young, so to cheer her up I bought this for her and we do "home

school" each day, where she will do about 5 pages and we write the dates at the top of the pages,

she loves this book so much!

I bought this for my 'just turned' 3 year old. If you are looking to buy very first book for your kid, this

book is great. If not, this isn't ideal. We skipped most of the coloring pages. If your kid is advanced,

this can be a lil boring.

We got this for my toddler as a birthday gift. (He just turned 3 in April). It hasn't even been 3 full



months since we gave him this workbook, and he has completed it already. He looked forward to

"workbook time" every day, and even asked to do more, when the time was over. He truly enjoyed

every single page. I would definitely recommend this book to anyone with a toddler.One additional

note for parents: A few of the activities were too abstract for him to comprehend. Like circle the

"real" animals, and put an x on the "make believe" animals. I would slightly change the wording of

the directions to say, circle what looks silly, and that made much more sense to him.I also

purchased the K and 2nd Grade levels for children I am watching over the summer, and they also

are enjoying the books.

These preschool workbooks were actually purchased for daycare use. 1 was purchased and they

were loved so much by the kids that we figured we may as well order one for each of the preschool

kids. The pages are very colorful and have have a nice variety of activities to complete. There is

many many hours of fun in this workbook for kids. They are very age appropriate which is

appreciated. The books are nice and thick with a lot to work on. They are also nice and strdy and

have held up quite well to the masses of toddlers. I would highly suggest these preschool

workbooks!
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